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‘How Animals Made Us
Human’ by Drake Bennett,
The Boston Globe

Why do we own pets? An anthropologist argues that the history of our relations with
animals – as prey or help – led to the development of distinctively human traits

based on a limited understanding
of Qutb himself and an oversimplified account of the evolution of political Islam.
“Read backwards from the event
of 9/11,” Calvert writes, “these accounts enfold Qutb in the al Qa’eda
mantle in an attempt to make the
variegated history of the Islamic
movement into a cohesive narrative.” Relying on “short cuts” ignores a complex history and “subordinates particulars to an essential and enduring identity.” Against
the anti-Muslim catcalls of rightwing politicians and “liberal hawk”
writers like Paul Berman, who style
themselves defenders of western
culture against a singular Islamic
tide, Calvert reads as a refreshing and scholarly rebuke: “Just as
it makes no sense to confuse the
outlook of Hamas, an organisation
focused on redeeming land lost to
Israel, with the pan-Islamism of
al Qa’eda, so too is it unwise to assume a direct link between Sayyid
Qutb and Usama bin Laden.”
How did a writer and educator
from Egypt’s new, urban middle
class, whose early biography matches that of the cosmopolitan secularist Mahfouz, become an Islamist
dissident who railed against – and
was executed by – Gamal Abdel
Nasser, the hero of the post-colonial
Arab world? Calvert finds an answer
in the social and political upheavals
that convulsed Egypt in the middle
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An inflated account

John Calvert’s biography of Sayyid
Qutb – now regarded as the ‘father’
of radical Islam – reveals an ideology
forged in the fires of post-colonial
Egypt, writes Frederick Deknatel
During the Second World War,
Sayyid Qutb commuted to his government job in central Cairo on a
train that ran north from his home
in the suburb of Helwan. Qutb
worked as a school inspector, but
was also a man of letters who wrote
novels, poetry and criticism. The
Egyptian Nobel Laureate Naguib
Mahfouz later credited Qutb as one
of two literary critics who had been
“responsible for rescuing him from
obscurity”: Qutb had praised Mahfouz’s early novel The Struggle of
Thebes, an allegory of Egypt’s anticolonial struggle against the British
told through the ancient Egyptians’
battle with the Hyksos invaders. In
an interview in the 1990s, Mahfouz
remarked that “had it not been for
his tendency to extremism,” Qutb
“would have become the most important critic in Egypt.”
Needless to say, this is not the
picture of Qutb that exists today.
In the nine years since September
11, Qutb has been enshrined as
the intellectual father of radical Islam, the man whose ideas explain
the beliefs of the 19 hijackers who
crashed planes into the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon
– the inspiration, in other words,
for an entire generation of Salafi
jihadists. But as the historian John
Calvert writes, in an extensive and
vital new biography, the consensus
that “the road to 9/11 traces back”
directly to Qutb is ill-founded,
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Sayyid Qutb and the Origins
of Radical Islamism
John Calvert
Columbia University Press
Dh110

Sayyid Qutb behind bars in Cairo in 1966, the year of his execution. AFP

of the 20th century. In careful prose,
backed by volumes of archival research, Calvert situates the development of Qutb’s radicalism against
the colonial and post-colonial struggles that framed the Second World
War – a time when the Middle East
was a hotbed of pan-Arab and ThirdWorldist social movements in opposition to imperialism, Communism and the Cold War.
Calvert treats Qutb as a subject
of history in his own right, and not
merely as an “Islamo-fascist” caricature; and in so doing represents
Qutb as an example of the possibilities and uncertainties of his era. In

From page 220 In claiming that Islam did not exist in the modern
period, Qutb went further than any of his contemporaries

Calvert’s narrative, we trace Qutb’s
development from transplanted villager and young, mostly secular nationalist in Cairo to budding Muslim reformer who described Islam
as an economic, social and political
corrective to the region’s malaise
– from King Farouq’s acceptance
of Britain’s hold over Egypt to the
Zionist colonisation of Palestine.
In 1948, after Qutb formalised
his ideological shift by completing
Social Justice in Islam, his first major Islamist work, he left for America on a government-sponsored
trip to study America’s education
system. He was 42. In the popular
narrative of Qutb’s radicalisation,
these two years – in particular his
time in Greeley, Colorado – ignited
an anger at the West that he carried home. But as Calvert argues:

“Qutb’s American experience reinforced, rather than provoked, the
development of his Islamist sentiment.” He saw America as shallow,
materialist, the vacuous Other to
his own virtuous Self. Calvert retells
this sojourn in detail. Qutb visited
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 10 times to stare at the same
French painting, “bothered” that
so many Americans ignored it. He
also confessed to liking American
films; Qutb may have been celibate,
Calvert writes, but he “singled out
two stormy romances, Gone with
the Wind and Wuthering Heights.”
As Egypt grew restless in the leadup to the 1952 revolution, Qutb’s
views hardened into a Third World
leftism that placed Egypt in a transnational community of the “Muslim East”. After King Farouq sailed

out of Alexandria, the Free Officers courted Qutb, eager to bring
the Muslim Brotherhood into the
fold, though he had not yet joined
the Brothers. He did so the next
year, in 1953, to take his side in a
quickly deteriorating relationship
between the new regime and the
Brotherhood. A year later Nasser
capitalised on a failed assassination attempt to round up the
Brotherhood and neutralise his
Islamist opponents.
Qutb spent nearly a decade in
Tura prison. In foul conditions
and under the tortuous treatment
of Egypt’s police, his radicalism
was fully formed. Displaying his
scars to a court in 1955, he declared: “Abdel Nasser has applied
to us in jail the principles of the
revolution.” In this time he wrote
Milestones, a short, radical text in
which Western materialism and
contemporary Arab society are
cast as signs of modern jahiliyya
or ignorance, a term meant to

connote pre-Islamic Arabia. He
included both secular pan-Arab
governments and the prevailing
religious order in his damning
critique. Based on a voluminous
study of the Quran that he also
completed while incarcerated,
Milestones popularised Qutb’s
view of Islam as a complete societal and moral system for Egypt
and the wider ummah.
After a brief release in 1964, Qutb
was imprisoned again following another government sweep
against the banned Muslim Brotherhood, which had reformed and
plotted a government overthrow.
Nasser was wary of making him a
martyr, but when Qutb refused the
“Pharaoh’s” offer of clemency, he
was hanged in 1966. It had taken
the government six months to ban
Milestones, then on its fifth printing. Qutb’s death, and the subsequent failure of Nasserism after Israel’s victory in 1967, shook a generation of young people, among
them Ayman al Zawahiri, a 15-year
old living in Maadi who went on
to help found the Islamist group
that assassinated Anwar Sadat.
When Zawahiri was detained following Sadat’s death, he and other
perpetrators were tortured, and
their courtroom testimony echoed Qutb’s own experience under
Nasser.
Qutb’s ideology did not spring
unaltered from the Quran, despite
his religious devotion, but was an
articulated response to his age.
Like Hassan al Banna, the founder
of the Muslim Brotherhood, he
was a kind of rebel layman, writing
and preaching like an evangelist
against al Azhar, Cairo’s thousandyear old seat of Sunni learning,
which Nasser co-opted. He argued
that any Muslim could learnfiqh or
religious understanding; divine interpretation was not the sole property of the ulema. His death made
him a martyr, and it is through his
imprisonment and execution that

the extent of his influence ought to
be understood. Qutb’s Radical Islamism “is a fundamental, though
disturbing aspect of the modern
experience of Muslims,” Calvert
concludes, “anchored in the historical record of suppression by
imperialist outsiders.”
The Washington Post’s Richard
Cohen recently reproached both
The Economist and the historian
Eugene Rogan for writing about
Qutb’s centrality to modern political Islam without a mention of his
anti-Semitism – in particular his
book Our Struggle with the Jews.
The book, Calvert writes, is a paranoid, reductive effort by Qutb to
graft the historic discord between
the Jews and early Muslims of Medina, told in the Quran, onto the Arabs’ modern-day struggle against
Zionism. It is propaganda of a textual fundamentalist, which Qutb
was. But remarking on it or not
should not define all commentary
on Qutb. Similarly, that the nihilists of al Qa’eda have adopted
Qutb’s discourse of jahiliyya does
not mean that Qutb would have
endorsed its horrific program. He
never advocated killing innocents
and despite invoking worldwide
“ignorance” never labelled people
kafirs.
Despite his discontents with
America, Qutb would likely have
been disturbed by September 11.
Bin Laden and Zawahiri reversed
the order of Qutb’s theory regarding societal and systemic change,
Calvert argues, “which advocated
as a first step the eradication of the
perceived corruption at home”.
More central to Qutb’s struggle
and the durability of his radical
message, therefore, is the fact that
it was Nasser – Egypt’s first modern
autocrat – who put him to death.
Frederick Deknatel is a freelance
journalist whose work has
appeared in The Nation and the
Christian Science Monitor.

High Financier: The Lives and
Time of Siegmund Warburg was
a dozen years in the making,
according to Niall Ferguson,
the book’s author. “I allowed
myself to be sidetracked by no
fewer than six other books, four
television documentaries, translatlantic migration and a host of
other distractions,” he explains.
It is unclear though why it took
him so long to finish, because
High Financier is written in a
prose of the brightest purple, as
if dictated by Barbara Cartland
over a long wet afternoon: “Certainly it would take a [Hermann]
Mann to do full justice to the
hawk-eyed, sleek-haired, subtly
theatrical German Jew in the immaculately cut Savile Row suit –
as sensitive as a human tuningfork, as intolerant of lapses as
a Prussian martinet, a volatile
compound of feu sacré and élan
vital: sacred fire and vital impetus, two favourite Warburg
phrases,” he writes. Hard to
know how you could cram more
clichés into one sentence. Ferguson got through the financial
crisis with reputation intact, but
this long-winded tome won’t en-

High Financier: The Lives and
Time of Siegmund Warburg
Niall Ferguson
Allen Lane
Dh170
hance his standing. Siegmund
Warburg, though an interesting
fellow, barely warrants a biography. And surely not one that
runs to more than 500 pages.

Through the barricades
Kai Bird’s childhood was defined by the Arab-Israeli conflict, but neither he nor his family were participants: the son
of an American diplomat, his
parents settled in 1956 close to
the line then dividing Jerusalem
in two. Bird and his family lived
in Arab East Jerusalem – where
the eminent Palestinian intellectual Sari Nusseibeh was his
neighbour – but young Kai traversed the city each day, passing through the gate (a checkpoint, really, manned by armed
guards) that led to his school on
“the other side”.
For Bird, enmeshed in this
conflict but not of it, the crossing of lines becomes both theme
and mantra, especially as his
family continues its diplomatic
tour of the Middle East. In Saudi Arabia in the early 1960s, he
witnessed the deposing of King
Saud, whose lavish spending
launched the country’s development but saddled it in debt; Bird
arrived in Egypt in 1965, and
saw both the zenith of Nasser’s
power and the military disaster
that consigned pan-Arabism to
history’s dustbin.

Crossing Mandelbaum Gate
Kai Bird
Simon and Schuster
Dh116
Bird’s memoir doesn’t dazzle
with its insights on regional politics or the dynamics of intractable conflict – but it is a stellar
recollection of the tenor of life
in this region during an era that
would prove decisive.

